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ILC Beam Tests UpdateILC Beam Tests Update
using using SLACSLAC’’ss End Station AEnd Station A

IPBI Meeting, September 15, 2004

See talk presented at last week’s LCD meeting for more info:
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/ipbi/lcd_talks/ESA_BeamTests.ppt
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3 Test Beam Requests Submitted3 Test Beam Requests Submitted

1.  Energy BPMs (T-474 submitted)
- Mechanical and electrical stability at 100-nm level
- BPM triplet at z = 0, 2.5 and 5.0 meter spacing.  BPMs 1 and 3 define

straight line.  Monitor BPM2 offset over time scales of minutes, hours
- 2 adjacent BPMs to test electrical stability, separate from mechanical

(relation to nano-BPM project?)

2.  Synchrotron stripe diagnostics (T-475 submitted)
- test chicane scheme with wiggler magnet
- characterize detector (quartz fiber / other) performance and capabilities

3.  Pair detectors (T-476 submitted)
- use “spray” beam of ~ 4-GeV electrons to mimic pair background 
- test speed (at nano-second level) of both 3-d and planar Si
- characterize detector response to “pair background”; 

can vary spray beam energy and absorber thickness in front of detector plane
- use MonteCarlo to superimpose 250 GeV electron to determine electron id

efficiency
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Other Beam Tests being discussedOther Beam Tests being discussed
1.  IP BPMs (necessary for fast inter-train and intra-train feedbacks) 

- Sensitivity to backgrounds, rf pickup
- Mimic LC geometry, including fast signal processing (but no feedback)
- Sample drive signal to kickers
- student + RA at QMUL to start looking at this as part of FONT program

2.  Tests with short bunches (~100-300 µm possible)
- EMI for beam instrumentation or Detector electronics
- collimator wakefield tests
- VXD tests; C. Damerell and N. Sinev

3.  Single Particles (electrons, photons, pions)
- 1-25 GeV particles with 1 or less particles/bunch at 10Hz

for LC Detector test beams
- Si ECAL test with electrons; R. Frey

4.  Fixed target to mimic beamsstrahlung and disrupted beam
- for synchrotron stripe energy spectrometer
- for IP BPM tests

5.  IR Mockup
- Mimick beamline geometry at IP within ±5 meters in z and ±20 cm radially
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Improving ESA Test Beam Facilities?Improving ESA Test Beam Facilities?
1.  Low emittance beams to ESA 

- preserve DR emittance thru Linac/A-Line?
- vertical ok?  Could add sextupole to improve horizontal
- Mark Woodley looking at achievable beam characteristics (spotsize

at BPM location for T-474, …) with existing optics

2.  Diagnostics
- emittance measurements (should implement 2 wire scanners in ESA)
- bunch length measurements
- particle ID (for single particle/bunch electrons, pions, …)
- hodoscope for single particle (scintillating fiber array, …)

3.  Increase available run time and access
- quick (1-hour?) turnaround between FFTB and ESA possible?
- 4 days/month?
- share 4-7 days/month with FFTB?  12 hours each/day to ESA/FFTB

(4.  Targets and secondary beam lines?)
- …


